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Occupied Palestine: The Most Enduring Media
Cover-up

Clearing the FOG hosts Margaret Flowers and Kevin Zeese
interviewed Alison Weir, journalist and founder of If Americans Knew
(https://ifamericansknew.org/), a website that provides factual information
about the Israeli State and Palestine. Weir describes how she learned
firsthand that US media provide a false and one-sided narrative about
Occupied Palestine and why she has dedicated the past twenty years to
counter that. Pg 1-6

Are We on the Path to War? - Middle East Heats
Up While Viewers Watch the Impeachment

Americans and also much of the rest of the world have been watching
or otherwise following the impeachment proceedings in Washington
and not paying much attention to developments in the Middle East that
could be setting the stage for a new war. Pg 6-8

In WWII-Era Fashion, the Saudi-led Coalition is
Weaponizing Disease in Yemen

Narrative Managers Faceplant
In Hilarious OPCW Scandal
Spin Job

Imperialist propaganda firm Bellingcat
has published a response to the everexpanding OPCW scandal, and it’s got
to be seen to be believed. Pg 11-15

Turkey holds NATO hostage
until Syria-related demands
are met
NATO is in a state of division and
instability with the US, Turkey, and
France at odds, providing President
Trump with the perfect opportunity to
pull out of both NATO and the UN.
Next week NATO will be holding its
70th anniversary summit in London.
Just days before, Turkey is renewing
its demand for NATO support for its
military operations in northern Syria
as well as the formal recognition of the
Kurdish YPG as a terrorist
organization in exchange for its
support. Without these concessions,
Turkey is refusing to back a NATO
defense plan for the Baltics and
Poland. Pg 15-16

Additional Articles
Where Comedy ends and Hasbara
Begins: Pg 16-17
TAIZ, YEMEN — Beyond the devastation it has caused on the back of
tens of thousands of airstrikes, a crippling blockade and the intentional
targeting of civilian infrastructure, the Saudi-led coalition supported by
the United States has sparked an outbreak of disease and epidemics in
Yemen in a manner not seen since World War II. Pg 8-11

Al-Moallem stresses Syria's support
for the Palestinian people's
legitimate rights, regrets UN's
inability to enforce its resolutions:
Pg 17
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rights, that type of thing but I
seen and that it was occurring
had never focused on Israelacross the political spectrum.
Palestine until the Second
After a few months of looking
Intifada began in the Fall of
into that, I decided, it seemed so
2000. I’m sure you know
significant that I quit my job in
intifada just means “Uprising,” a Sausalito and traveled as a
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/most- Palestinian Uprising. When that freelance reporter throughout
enduring-media-cover-up/5696152 began, in Fall of 2000, I got
Gaza and the West Bank. It was
curious about it.
a very intense trip, I was not part
By Alison Weir, Margaret
of any delegation. There really
Flowers, and Kevin Zeese
My background is journalism. At weren’t any delegations at that
that time, I was the editor of a time.
She also explains some of the
very small weekly newspaper in
most common myths and what Northern California. This wasn’t When I came back, I started the
she learned as she did research for my job, it was just my
organization, If Americans
for her book, “Against Our
personal curiosity. I started to
Knew. The goal has been to be
Better Judgment.”
follow the news coverage on this very factual, to show the sources
(https://againstourbetterjudgment.com/ uprising and I quickly noticed of our information. It’s very
) Weir is a very clear thinker on that it was very one-sided, that transparent. It gives Americans
the issue of Palestine-Israel and we were hearing from and about without ideological slant the
provides the data and language Israelis in great detail, but we
facts on Israel-Palestine and
we need to speak to a
got very little information from especially the American
propagandized population. You and about Palestinians.
connection, the fact that we are
can listen to the entire interview
in many ways responsible for
and the week’s news analysis on I went on the internet and
what Israel does because our tax
Clearing the FOG
discovered a great deal of
money goes to Israel. It’s now
(https://popularresistance.org/ifinformation from the region
over 10 million dollars per day.
americans-knew-tells-the-truth-aboutitself, from humanitarian
We’ve given Israel far more than
the-israeli-state/).
agencies that were there, Israeli we’ve given anybody else.
media in English, Palestinian
Interview
media. And I discovered that
Most Americans, I think, are the
Israeli forces were shooting
way I was. I felt I had no
Clearing the FOG (CtF):
Palestinians every day in large connection to this confusing
Alison, your website is a great quantities, including many
issue on the other side of the
source of information. Before
children and I noticed this reality world, but I learned I have a
we get into the site, why don’t was not being reported on the
very direct connection to it and
you tell us about how you got
news sites that I usually looked therefore it’s my responsibility
involved in this issue.
at. The San Francisco Chronicle, to know about it and to act in
the New York Times, especially ways that I feel are morally
Alison Weir (AW): People
NPR, seemed to be covering that required. In a nutshell, that’s
always wonder that because I
up.
how I ended up 20 years later
don’t happen to be Jewish or
still working on this issue.
Arab or Muslim or Palestinian So the more I looked into it, the
and like most Americans 20
more I felt this was a truly
CtF: That was a very
years ago, I knew very little
significant cover-up. I felt and I courageous thing to do. Of
about this issue. I had been
do feel now that this was the
course, the US also provides
active on other issues, anti-war longest-lasting and most
cover for Israel in the United
during the Vietnam war, civil
enduring cover-up I had ever
Nations or when the
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International Criminal Court
wants to investigate Israel. How
were you received by
Palestinians when you went
there to cover the Intifada?

Palestine recently and what you title of an excellent book by an
describe is very consistent with Israeli historian Ilan Pappe, so,
our experience as well. Your
the very foundation of Israel is
website focuses on correcting
very different than people
the misconceptions. What are
realize.
some of the most important
AW: The perception was and is misconceptions that people in
This was an intentional
that you will be in great danger the United States have about the dispossession of the indigenous
from Palestinians. But I
situation in Occupied Palestine? population. It started with the
discovered it was the opposite. I
beginning of the establishment
was welcomed. I was invited to AW: That’s at the heart of the
of the modern state of Israel and
stay in people’s homes, which I problem because there are so
continues through today.
often did. People were very
many that it’s hard to make
Constantly Israel is confiscating
excited to learn that an American people realize it’s really as
additional Palestinian land and
journalist was there. I told
different as they expect. If there taking it over for Jewish-only
people I’m here to see what’s
were only one or two, people
settlements, as they’re called.
going on and people would
can accept that. It’s harder for
Many people are unaware that
smile at me in places like Gaza them to realize that almost
many Palestinians are Christians.
where there were really very few everything they thought was true This is where Christianity began.
Americans at that time. I didn’t is not accurate. And that is what It’s rarely mentioned in the US
see any other journalists
I am often telling them.
media.
travelling around.
One of the main things is that we The other thing people are often
Crowds of people would come are directly related to the
unaware of these days is media
up to me and they wanted to
conflict. We give Israel massive coverage always focuses on
show me their bullet-riddled
amounts of money. This is per “rockets from Gaza.” Every
homes and show me what was capita on average 7,000 times
news report mentions rockets
happening to them. So I found it more than we give other people. from Gaza. The fact is that I was
then and on my other trips there One of the other things is that
there travelling around by
since, people are very
many people are unaware that myself as a reporter before any
welcoming, very friendly. Often Israel was established in my
rockets had been fired and I saw
they’re very aware of how much lifetime, that when I was born already at that time in early 2001
money the US gives to Israel.
there was no Israel. There was a extreme devastation. I saw
Even though most Americans
region called Palestine that had neighborhoods in Gaza that were
don’t know that, it is known in been there called Palestine for bullet-riddled, that looked like
the region. Despite their
really millennia.
the pictures you see of World
knowledge of that and despite
War II ruins. In the West Bank
their knowledge of how the US Many intelligent and
too shelling was going on. This
has supported Israel in so many knowledgeable people are not was before any rockets had been
ways, they’re still very
aware of what Israel Palestine is fired.
welcoming to Americans and
about, that basically Israel was
very willing to not blame us for established through warfare. It People think Israel is defending
what our government is doing. was not established by the
itself from rockets, but the
So it’s really the opposite of
United Nations, another
rockets were actually resistance
what people have been led to
misconception. It was
groups in Gaza trying to fight
believe it would be like.
established by a war of ethnic
back with really very ineffectual
cleansing. That’s what we now rockets. In the whole time
CtF: We were just in Occupied term that type of war. It’s the
they’ve been used, they’ve killed
2
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at most a few dozen Israelis.
going on.
to hate other people, how giving
Meanwhile, Israeli forces have
in to that was destructive. One of
killed many thousands of
There have been studies of the the things that people push back
Gazans. The only statistic we get chronology of the violence in the in the United States is they say
in the typical news report is
conflict. There was one excellent that there never really was a
thousands of rockets have been study by an MIT professor who Palestine, that Palestinian
fired from Gaza. They never tell looked at periods of calm, at
nationality didn’t start until the
that the total number of Israelis various truces through the years. 20th century. Can you comment
who have been killed is perhaps Her study showed that it was
on that?
by now, maybe 50, perhaps not something like 96% of the time
even that high and they never
in the shorter truces it was Israel AW: Yes. This is one of the
tell that during that time about that had first resumed violence Israeli talking points that many
5,000 Gazans have been killed. against Palestinians and in the people have fallen for. You see
We don’t hear about the massive longer truces, it was 100% of the this on Facebook and Twitter
bombardment of Gaza that’s
time that Israeli forces resumed and various places. It’s a
been going on for a very long
the violence. This is just not
nonsensical argument. It’s true,
time and that has killed
known to the American public there was not a state of
thousands of Gazans. And of
because it’s very filtered news Palestine. There was not a state
course, killed many people in the coverage that people are getting. of Israel. There was a region
West Bank also.
called Palestine. You can look at
Your point of hearing jets flying old maps.
CtF: When we were there, we over to bomb Gaza is very
saw fighter planes flying over
significant. People don’t know Palestine was a region back in
Jerusalem on their way to bomb that here we have one of the
biblical times. It was talked
Gaza. Over 30 Gazans were
most powerful militaries on the about in more recent times. It
killed, including a family. Tens planet, largely due to our tax
was talked about in more recent
of thousands of Palestinians
money and often US weaponry, centuries. It was under the
were displaced from their homes fighting against a population that Ottoman Empire. It was what we
in the recent siege of Gaza. And has no Air Force, no Navy, no call multicultural. Around 1900,
these so-called rocket attacks,
aircraft, no helicopter gunships. the population was about 80
they’re like little pipsqueak
The disparity is astounding and percent Muslim, about 15
rockets. These rockets were a
the media try to call it a war. A percent Christian and a little
response to an Israeli
war is between two military
under five percent Jewish. This
assassination in Gaza. It’s really forces. That’s not what we have was a region. It was not a nationamazing they use that as an
when we look at Gaza and
state, as we know nation-states
excuse, but they do.
Israeli forces.
came relatively late to the world.
Germany wasn’t a nation-state
AW: They get away with it
CtF: It’s such an asymmetric
for many years. The United
because the media only tell
situation. Palestinians have been States did not used to be a
about the response and don’t tell forced from their homes, living nation-state. Palestine was a
about what came before. The
in an apartheid state and have
region. Palestinians have
American population is
the right under international law existed.
completely misled. Most of
to defend themselves. But the
these are small homemade
Palestinians we met with while There was a book published
projectiles, but media will report we were there, activists, said we some years ago by an Israel
them as missiles and people are are nonviolent, we believe in
partisan who went by the name
imagining a Nike missile or
using non-violence and talked Joan Peters claiming the
something. That’s just not what’s about teaching their children not Palestinians did not exist, that
3
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they were just nomads that had
come in because the Zionists’
wonderful entrepreneurial spirit
had created jobs for these
nomads to join them. This is the
thesis of her book called “From
Time Immemorial.” Many
people read it. It was praised by
pretty much every book review
in the United States.

the reality in their own country.
Home demolitions and the
settlers putting settlements on
Palestinian communities and on
Palestinian lands. We drove on
Jewish-only roads. If I Google
“Jewish only roads,” I find an
article about “Jewish only roads
don’t exist.” One of the
challenges we have in talking to
people in the United States, and
People like Barbara Tuchman, even in Israel, Occupied
an Israel partisan, but known as Palestine, is they don’t want to
a historian, praised it. It turned see reality. How do you
out to be a complete hoax.
communicate to people who just
Some very good historians and seem oblivious whether
analysts including some Jewish unintentionally or intentionally?
Americans looked into the book
and found out that these many AW: Certainly, Israelis have
footnotes were often fraudulent. been brought up to be just the
They were actually coming from way you’re describing. Nurit
Zionist propaganda. In Israel
Peled, an academic, has done
itself, it was exposed as nonexcellent work showing that
factual. In Britain, it was
Israeli textbooks are very
exposed as non-factual. In the propagandistic in the way that
United States, it eventually was, they depict Palestinians. They’re
but I don’t think any of the
not even called Palestinians.
people that gave it a positive
They call them Israeli Arabs. So
review and that endorsed it then this is deeply embedded in many
had the honesty or principle to portions of the Israeli
retract their erroneous reviews. population.

the latest atrocities being
committed by Israel against
Palestinians.
I would love to reach everybody.
I’d love to reach every Israeli.
I’d love to reach every American
who’s taken in by Israeli talking
points. What I focus on is the
really fairly promising reality
that about three-quarters of the
American population, despite the
pro-Israel media coverage that
we’ve been getting for decades
and despite Hollywood, really
does not have a strong view on
this issue. And general surveys
will show that they say
something like we shouldn’t take
sides, which is sensible. If you
don’t know much about an issue,
you just don’t take sides.

That sounds like a fairly wimpy
approach to those of us who
know what’s going on there, but
what that would mean if you
don’t take sides is we would stop
giving Israel 10 million dollars
per day. We would stop vetoing
UN resolutions to protect Israel
from world condemnation of its
Many people, especially many Fortunately, there are many
violence. So it’s actually quite a
Jewish Americans, read that
people in Israel that are
good stand if we did what the
book and were taken in by it and dissenting from that and they’re majority of Americans already
then repeat the myth that there trying to reach their fellow
say we should do.
were no such thing as
Israelis. There are Israelis
Palestinians. Even Golda Meir, Against Torture and Israelis
I try to focus on giving the
the famous Israeli Prime
Against Home Demolition.
general public the facts on this
Minister, said at one point that There are a number of Israeli
issue and the importance of
quote there were no Palestinians. groups within the society, a
making their wishes known to
That’s like Americans trying to small fraction, but they’re doing their elected representatives that
say well there were no Native
really wonderful work in trying it’s time to stop this massive aid
Americans here. Of course, there to expose what’s actually going to Israel. It prevents peace.
was.
on. There are some Israeli
Israeli militarists think they have
journalists, especially Gideon
a blank check from the most
CtF: Even in the country itself Levy, who write every week in powerful nation on the planet,
Israeli Jews seem oblivious to the Israeli media about some of which they do right now. So my
4
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view is we give voters factual
information on this. We show
how extremely tragic the
situation is because of what
we’re funding and the fact that it
hurts us as well and emphasize
how important it is to tell our
elected representatives that we
want them to change these
misguided destructive US
policies of a blank check to
Israel.
It’s time for us to vote and to
work on the issue of Israel
Palestine. Not only because of
what it’s doing to Palestinians,
not only because of what it then
does to the US but because our
support of Israel has led to our
wars in the region. It has led to
much of the violence in the
region that has since spilled over
elsewhere. It’s the core issue of
the Middle East and it’s the time
for us to focus on it and to
address it.

A member of the Israeli
Parliament some years ago on
Amy Goodman’s Democracy
Now said, and I’m paraphrasing,
she said this is a trick. We
always use it when somebody is
critical of Israel, we call them
anti-Semitic and that is exactly
what going on. Nobody should
be anti-Semitic. Nobody should
be against any population,
should be hostile and prejudiced
against people. Bigotry is
wrong. So that’s what they try to
use.
What’s gotten worse is that not
only do they try to claim
somebody’s anti-Semitic when
we’re talking about a nationstate and talking about injustice
and trying to support principles
of justice for all people, there is
an effort to change the definition
of anti-Semitism to include
criticisms of Israel. This is
extremely insidious.

CtF: I want to ask you about a
topic that you’ve been writing
about recently. And that is the
criticism that people who
question or criticize the Israeli
state are anti-semitic. Can you
talk about that?

not allow that incorrect epithet
to be used to silence us or to
prevent us from working for
justice and human rights for all
people including Palestinians.
CtF: One of the people we
visited with when we were
recently in Occupied Palestine
was Rabbi Hirsh, who is with an
ultra-orthodox Jew, and he
makes a very strong case that
Zionism is inconsistent with
Judaism, that it violates the
Torah. That makes the state of
Israel really under his religious
analysis to be against Judaism. A
growing group of Jews in the
United States is getting active in
the Boycott, Divestment, and
Sanctions movement. A number
of Jewish groups are actually
beginning to criticize Zionism
and Israel. It’s really is an absurd
claim that people who criticize
Israel or Zionism are antiSemitic. It just shows the
weakness of their arguments.

It’s been going on for a number
of years. There’s a new
AW: It does and I’m glad you
formulation in which certain
brought that up because when
criticisms of Israel, factual
Zionism, political Zionism,
statements about Israel, will now began with Theodore Herzl and
be defined as anti-Semitism.
some conferences in Switzerland
Therefore it will be defined as in the late 1800s, the majority of
hate speech, etc. This effort was Jews around the world did not
AW: Yes, that’s used all the time begun by an Israeli Minister
join that movement. They said
and most of us are profoundly named Natan Sharansky. It has we’re Americans, we’re British
opposed to bigotry of all kinds. now been embedded in the US etcetera. Even a Jewish
We don’t want to be splattered State Department and it’s being population in Palestine was
with such mudslinging. We don’t embedded elsewhere around the opposed to it, especially
want to be called anti-Semitic. world. We need to learn about observant Jews were opposed to
We don’t want to be anti-Semitic that and we need to oppose it.
it and considered it a heretical
and we’re not being anti-Semitic We need to stick with the
move. There are many Jews who
when we speak out for justice as traditional definition of antifor religious reasons oppose
a principal, but that’s the attack Semitism and we should oppose Zionism saying this is against
that they try to use.
all anti-Semitism just as we
the Bible. It’s against God’s will.
oppose all racism, but we should That’s part of what people don’t
5
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know. And in my book, in the
research I did, it was very
interesting to see how Zionists
were very upset that JewishAmericans were not embracing
Zionism in the early years. In
fact, for a number of decades,
there were groups such as the
American Council on Judaism
that actively and strenuously
opposed Zionism.

on. You can email us at
Are We on the Path
contact@IfAmericansKnew.org
to War? - Middle
and help get this information off
the internet and into the hands of
East Heats Up
people in your community. We
While Viewers
also have a very active Facebook
page, If Americans Knew
Watch the
Facebook page, where we post
Impeachment
things every day. I especially
encourage people to join our
Source:
email list. We should not rely on
https://ahtribune.com/us/trump-atFacebook for our
war/3671-middle-east-heats-up.html
CTF: Finally, how can people communication. That is a private
learn more about the work that company and they could turn it
By Philip Giraldi
you do?
off whenever they want to so,
please join our email list also.
It should surprise no one to learn
AW: The first thing would be to
that Washington has no actual
go to our website:
CtF: If you haven’t visited If
policy to finish what it is doing
IfAmericansKnew.org. From
Americans Knew, it’s a very
and get out so it is allowing
there, you will also go to our
deep website. If you ever want itself to be led by its so-called
blog, the If Americans Knew
to understand a particular aspect allies in the region. There has
blog
of Israel or Occupied Palestine, been what amounts to a nearly
(https://israelpalestinenews.org/).
you’ll find a lot of the facts right complete reversal of the early
Between those two resources, I there. If you’re ever writing
October decision by President
believe there’s a lot of
about it, debating it, trying to
Donald Trump to deescalate in
information that will be useful to understand and discuss it with the region by pulling U.S. troops
people. My book is available on others, it’s a very fact-based and out of northern Syria. After
Amazon. The short title is
deep web site that serves a very occupying the Syrian oil fields
“Against Our Better Judgment.” useful purpose for engaging on in the immediate wake of that
It can be read very quickly. It’s this issue.
decision and declaring that
one of the selling points and it’s
American soldiers would shootthoroughly cited. It turned out AW: We’ve certainly tried and to-kill Russian and Syrian
that the book is half citations. So the websites been live about 15 soldiers who tried to retake that
every statement in it, you can
or 16 years. There’s really a
bit of sovereign Syrian territory,
find the source for that
depth of content there. We’re
one now learns that U.S. troops
statement. It contains a great
trying to upgrade it to a more
are again operating hand-in-hand
deal of information that many modern look but there’s so much with Kurdish militias to attack
people, even experts on the
content, we just haven’t been
what have been claimed to be
issue, did not know about before able to do that yet. So it’s an old- ISIS remnants.
because when I started
school look but the content is
researching it, I was starting
there for people to find and it’s Defenders of Donald Trump
from scratch. I read a huge
all sourced. We try to make sure continue to insist that he does
number of books. We’re also
that our material is factual and not want a war and is serious
working to encourage people to show people that that’s the case. about disengaging from
join the effort to work within
“senseless” conflicts, but it
their congressional district to
would be hard to come to that
inform the people in your
judgement based on what the
community about what’s going
president and his staff of
6
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pathological miscreants actually kick Turkey out of NATO ever are clearly creating considerable
do. In fact, one might reasonably do bear fruit, Ankara can make it disruption in the country. The
argue that the administration is very difficult for NATO
U.S. intention is to starve the
planning for war on multiple
warships transiting into the
Iranian people into rebelling
fronts.
Black Sea.
against their government, but the
unrest is also reportedly being
Russia has long been a target of As ever, however, the most
fuelled by Saudi paid agents
an ignorant Trump’s neoconnish troubled and most interfered-in- provocateurs as well as a flood
foreign policy, to include the
by-Washington foreign region of media and social network
refusal to renew several
continues to be the Middle East propaganda that is as well being
admirable treaties that have
and more specifically the Persian supported and organized by
limited the spread of certain
Gulf where there have been a
Riyadh.
types of weapons. Also, lethal number of relatively minor
military aid to gallant little
developments that, when
One recent incident that has
Ukraine, much in the news of
assembled, comprise a serious attracted remarkably little media
late, is actually a dangerous
threat that war could break out coverage is an Israeli attack on
misstep on the part of
either deliberately or by
Syria that took place on
Washington as Russia regards its accident.
November 19th. It reportedly
border with that country as a
destroyed two Iranian
vital interest while defending
The basic line-up for what is
Revolutionary Guard
Kiev is in reality no national
going on in the Persian Gulf
headquarters, one of which was
security interest for the United region runs something like this: at Damascus International
States at all.
Israel, the Saudis and most of
Airport, possibly killing twentythe Gulf States are keen on
three, sixteen of whom were
And there is more in the
attacking Iran, which, on its side, likely Iranians. The attack was in
pipeline. Discussions are
has lined up as friends and allies response to an unsubstantiated
underway with new NATO ally Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. Those Israeli claim that four rockets
Bulgaria to create a Black Sea seeking war with Iran, would
were fired its way from a site
Coordination Center in Varna. like to see the United States do controlled by Iran inside Syria,
The United States is considering the heavy lifting as it alone can though they were intercepted by
a ten-year roadmap for defense use its strategic bombers to take Iron Dome and caused no
cooperation with Bulgaria and is out military targets deep
damage. The overwhelming and
eager to provide Sofia broader underground or otherwise
disproportionate response by
access to its high-end military heavily protected. The Trump
Israel suggests that Tel Aviv
technologies. The advanced
administration has so far stopped would like to have produced a
technologies would include
short of war with the Iranians, commensurate response from the
surveillance capabilities
though it has done everything it Iranians which could then
specifically targeting Russia.
can otherwise to punish them, escalate, but in this case, Tehran
including the shortsighted
opted not to strike back, possibly
There is also a fundamental
withdrawal from the Joint
because it understood that it was
second level of stupidity in
Comprehensive Plan of Action likely being set up.
basing such an effort in Bulgaria (JCPOA) which limited Tehran’s
as the Turks, also frequently at nuclear development program. There have also been a number
odds with Washington, control The White House has also
of key meetings in the region
the door to the Black Sea
initiated a heavy dose of
that suggest that something big
through the Bosporus and
sanctions that are explicitly
is coming. In an odd move, the
Dardanelles. If relations really intended to cause suffering
U.S. and France have agreed to
do go sour and if demands to
among the ordinary people and take steps to increase security in
7
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the Gulf region by enhancing
defensive systems in the Gulf
States and Saudi Arabia. The
move is ostensibly a response to
the devastating drone attack on
the Saudi oil refinery in
September, which has been
blamed on the Iranians, though
without any evidence being
provided. In the past, increasing
security has often been a prelude
to attacks by western powers in
the Gulf region.

intent to pursue a pattern of
aggressive behavior that is
destabilizing,” conveniently
forgetting that it is Washington
that has completely destabilized
the entire region since it invaded
Iraq in 2003.

In WWII-Era
Fashion, the Saudiled Coalition is
Weaponizing
Disease in Yemen

Iran for its part has been stung
Source:
by the recent violent protests and https://www.mintpressnews.com/saudiled-coalition-weaponizing-diseasehas declared itself prepared to
yemen/262964/
deal with both the Saudis and the
presumed CIA and Israeli
By Ahmed Abdulkareem
Mossad assets that have been
Other recent visitors have
stirring things up. The rioting
Yemeni activist Aseel Sweid told
included CIA Director Gina
has been serious with numerous
MintPress News how a young
Haspel meeting with the Saudi deaths reported and Iran is fully
boy, Abdulkarim al-Ma’amari,
King Salman on November 7th capable of using its missile
“died of dengue fever after it
to discuss “topics of interest,”
arsenal to hit targets both in
spread with alarming speed in
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo Saudi Arabia and in Israel.
Taiz, threatening many
visiting the United Arab
innocents.” Sweid added that
Emirates to talk about Iran and So, the conventional wisdom
three of his own brothers had
other regional issues, and Vice that a serious war is too
been infected with dengue.
President Mike Pence staging a dangerous to contemplate in the
“There are a huge amount of
surprise visit to the Kurds in
confined spaces of the Middle
people with the fever in the same
Syria. Pence assured the Kurds East might be naïve in the
hospital [as my brothers].”
that they were not forgotten and extreme as representatives of a
would be protected by the U.S. number of nations consider just
Dr. Adam al-Jaidi, a doctor at the
how to fight each other and how
Jomhouri Governmental
General Kenneth A. McKenzie, to win. One misstep, or even a
Hospital in Taiz, where Sweid’s
who heads America’s Central
false flag provocation, is all it
brothers are being treated, said
Command, which has
would take to engulf the region
that the viral fever is sweeping
responsibility for the Middle
in flames. It would be a conflict
the province and hundreds of
East, also warned last week that in which many would die and no
cases are being seen in local
even with the 14,000 additional one could really come out a
hospitals, dozens of them with
military personnel that Trump winner, and the real tragedy is
serious complications. Medical
sent to the region earlier this
that it is avoidable as no one has
staff at Jomhouri confirmed that
year, the forces available would a genuine vital interest at stake
most of the patients they have
not be enough to deter an Iranian that could actually be resolved
received are infected with
attack on Saudi Arabia or one of by war with its neighbors.
dengue fever.
the Gulf States. McKenzie was
speaking at a conference in
A new wave of epidemic
Bahrain, home of the U.S. Fifth
diseases, including dengue fever
Fleet. Comic relief at the
and malaria, have spiraled out of
conference was provided by
control in Yemen, particularly in
American under secretary of
the coastal areas that are
defense John C. Rood who said
traditional Houthi strongholds.
that “Iran has made clear its
In Taiz, 270 km south of the
8
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capital Sana’a, in Hodeida, as
mosquito vectors and adding that Yemen’s Central Bank means
well as in rural mountainous
most of the diseases and
that the government in Houthiareas, H1N1, known commonly epidemics are being transmitted controlled areas is unable to pay
as the swine flu, is also making a from areas controlled by the
municipal workers. This has left
resurgence.
Saudi-led coalition.
a lack of reliable sanitation and
has infrastructure, such as
In addition to dengue and H1N1, The World Health Organization sewage systems, in woeful need
Yemen has the fastest-growing (WHO) has received more than of maintenance and repair,
cholera outbreak ever recorded; 78,000 disease reports in Yemen creating an ideal environment
and rabies, diphtheria, and
since the beginning of 2019. The for the spread of infectious
measles have now emerged in organization receives that data diseases.
the country, killing countless
through 1,991 surveillance sites
people all while Yemen is in the that electronically monitor and
Yemen’s children are the
midst of the world’s worst
report deadly epidemic diseases
hardest hit
famine.
such as cholera, dengue, other
viral hemorrhagic fevers,
While the ongoing war has had
Moreover, years of Saudi attacks measles, whooping cough, and
an irreversible effect on all
on water treatment facilities and polio.
Yemenis, children have been hit
other civilian infrastructure have
the hardest. The spokesman for
left Yemenis to seek out an
In 2019, 78,11 disease reports
Yemen’s Sana’a-based Ministry
existence in an environment rife were received through WHO
of Health, Dr. Yousef al-Hadri,
with deadly diseases that have surveillance sites. The WHO had
said 100,00 people die every
emerged in a nation caught
only 400 surveillance sites
year in Yemen as a result of the
between a crippling Saudi
established at the beginning of
diseases and epidemics, most of
blockade and aid organizations the Saudi-led war in 2015, those
them children.
that are unwilling, or unable, to sites recorded only 16 diseases
meet the growing needs of the at the time.
Al-Hadri recently revealed that
war-torn country.
1,200,000 people have been
infected with cholera and at least
Yemen’s Sana’a-based Minister
3,750 of them have died, 32
of Health said that one million
percent of those deaths were
patients have confirmed or
children. Moreover, 34,520
suspected cases of malaria and
cases of measles have been
that there are currently 36,000
recorded, 273 of them fatal. 65
confirmed cases of dengue fever
percent of those deaths were
with at least dozens of those
The WHO is carrying out a dengue children.
cases proving fatal. However,
vector control campaign in Aden, Lahj
those figures represent only the
& Al Dhalea. Photo | WHO
Adding to the strain on Yemen’s
regions controlled by the
already vulnerable population,
Houthi-led government in
Dengue fever is a painful disease
Dr. al- Hadri pointed out that 2.9
Sana’a, figures for the whole
that is most often mosquitomillion children under five are
country could be much higher. borne. It is related to the same
malnourished, 55 percent of
viruses that cause West Nile
them suffering from acute
In the wake of the new
infection and yellow fever.
malnutrition.
epidemics, Yemen’s Minister of Mosquitoes thrive in areas in
Health announced a state of
Hodeida and Taiz including in
The deterioration of health in
emergency citing the spread of puddles, water tanks, containers,
Yemen has gotten so bad that
dengue fever, malaria, and
and old tires. A Saudi freeze on
more civilians now die from
9
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epidemics and disease than from have been killed by epidemics
preventing them from entering
airstrikes. 86 percent of children and diseases that were brought the country.
under five suffer from some sort by U.S. weapons,” she added.
of anemia, 46 percent of children
What’s happening in Yemen may
suffer from stunted growth and
A biological weapon of not be literal biological warfare,
80,000 children have been
but it is certainly biological
war
inflicted with mental disorders
warfare by other means. The
due to the sounds of missiles
Coalition has destroyed vital
While Saudi Arabia is, without a
strikes and the trauma of war.
infrastructure across the whole
doubt, the main culprit behind
of Yemen, including water
the unprecedented catastrophe
The Ministry of Health blames
pumps, electric generators, and
now unfolding in Yemen, its
the reoccurrence of deadly
solar energy systems, leaving
most prominent ally – the United
bacterial and viral outbreaks on
residents – including internally
States – has not only aided the
the Saudi use of internationally
displaced families – without
Saudis, but has taken an
banned weapons that the
access to clean drinking water.
increasingly direct role in the
Kingdom has purchased mainly
war, including, according to
from the United States, saying
Yemeni civilians who spoke to
that its experts have not ruled
MintPress, creating the
out the possibility that the recent
circumstances that have led to
spread of epidemics may be the
the spread of so many diseases
direct result of an intentional
in Yemen.
biological war waged by Saudiled coalition. The Ministry has
Children carry buckets to a well that
Given the fact that epidemics
called for an international
alleged
to be contaminated water with
have decimated several powerful
investigation to find the reasons
cholera on the outskirts of Sana’a,
armies and civilizations
Yemen. Hani Mohammed | AP
behind the spread of this year’s
throughout history, it is not farunprecedented wave of dengue
fetched to believe that the Saudi- While epidemics are normally
fever.
led Coalition would intentionally treated easily and inexpensively,
use them to defeat their enemies the ongoing blockade and
“I lost my friend Tuesday
in Yemen, especially after their bombing of civilian
because of dengue, today, I
bloody five-year-old military
infrastructure, particularly
came here to ask the U.S. to
campaign has netted them little hospitals, have crippled the
please stop the spread of
more than a stalemate.
country’s health system, leaving
diseases in my home, I don’t
the government unable to
want to lose more friends or
The association between wars respond to the epidemic. Since
family anymore,”13-year-old
and dengue virus transmission is March 2015, when the war
Samerah Abdullah said, as she
well-recognized. During World began, more than 450 health
and dozens of children came
War II, military personnel and facilities have been damaged or
together to mark World
refugees alike were infected by destroyed. Most of the country’s
Children’s Day. The children
dengue and thousands of
estimated 300 remaining health
gathered in front of the
American troops were killed by facilities are either closed or
International Child Welfare
the fever. This is what is
barely functioning.
Organization chanting slogans
happening in Yemen, however,
against the use of hunger and
these epidemics are occurring in Furthermore, medical treatment
disease as a weapon of war and
an era where antibiotics are
and supplies have become
calling on the United States to
readily available, but unable to increasingly difficult to come by
take steps to put an end to the
reach Yemen’s population due to since the Saudi-led coalition
deadly war on their country.” We
the Saudi-led coalition
forced the closure of the Sana’a
10
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International Airport in August The spread and severity of the
2016, effectively choking off the outbreaks have also been
supply of life-saving medicine. affected by a compromised
immune system response among
According to the Supreme
Yemen’s population caused by
Authority for Pharmacy and
widespread famine. Nearly 18
Medical Supplies, at least 120 million people do not have
types of medicines for chronic enough food to eat, and the
diseases are no longer available malnourished are even more
in the country. In addition, the susceptible to disease.
price of medicine has
skyrocketed due to the increased According to the United
cost of freight.
Nations, more than 1.4 million
people have been internally
Drugs imports have decreased displaced since March and
by 60 percent and dozens of
almost 80% of the population –
drugs are now almost
21 million people – requires
nonexistent since the closure of some form of humanitarian
Sana’a airport, most of them
assistance. An estimated 7
life-saving drugs including
million people, almost one-third
hormonal drugs,
of the population, face hunger.
immunosuppressants, blood
coagulant, serotonin, blood
Today, more than 12 million
clotting agents, CPR and
children, nearly every child in
anesthesia drugs and some
Yemen, are in need of urgent
laboratory and diagnostic
humanitarian assistance
solutions.
according to UNICEF. The
organization added that “the
On Tuesday, the National
continuation of the bloody
Diabetes Center (NDC)
conflict and the resulting
launched a distress call to
economic crisis has put basic
respond to 30,000 registered
social services systems across
cases of the disease as a result of Yemen on the brink of collapse,
a lack of resources and a scarcity with far-reaching consequences
of drugs due to the blockade.
for children.”

facilities.
The war against the poorest
country in the Middle East is
unlikely to stop anytime soon as
Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates’ appetite for war
in Yemen is seemingly on the
rise, creating a favorable
environment for the creation and
propagation of epidemics.
Survival in Yemen has, in some
aspects, become nearly
miraculous.

Narrative Managers
Faceplant In
Hilarious OPCW
Scandal Spin Job
Source:
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/11/2
7/narrative-managers-faceplant-inhilarious-opcw-scandal-spin-job/

By Caitlin Johnstone

Before we begin I should
highlight that Bellingcat is
funded by the National
Endowment for Democracy,
which according to its own
cofounder was set up to do
overtly what the CIA had
previously been doing covertly,
The lack of medicine and
The deliberate targeting and
namely orchestrating narrative
treatment facilities have
attacks on the country’s
management geared toward the
effectively made epidemics
healthcare facilities have only elimination of governments
incurable during the war. Many, made matters worse, not only
which refuse to comply with US
which are parasitic in nature,
contributing to antibiotic
interests. NED is funded directly
have been made worse by
resistance but effectively
by the US government, which
unsanitary living conditions,
weaponizing disease and other means that Bellingcat is funded
malnutrition as well as a chronic contagious illnesses. The Saudi- by the US government via an
shortage of fuel, prolonged
led coalition has even carried out organization set up to promote
electricity outages, and a near- airstrikes on large congregations imperialist regime change
total collapse of the health
of patients seeking treatment in agendas. Bellingcat is also
system.
poorly equipped healthcare
funded by Open Society
11
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Foundations, another imperialist weapons attack was unlikely to
narrative management operation. have occurred. I encourage you
to go and check out Bellingcat’s
Syria has been the target of what new masterpiece for yourself.
may be the most sophisticated Don’t worry about giving them
propaganda campaign in history, clicks; that’s not where they get
and Bellingcat has been
their money.
consistently rallying behind even
the most transparently ridiculous The first thing you’ll notice
tools of this campaign. This
about Bellingcat’s article is that
includes the notorious Bana
at no point does it even attempt
Alabed psyop which at its height to address the actual
saw CNN staging a fake,
inflammatory comments within
scripted interview featuring a
it, such as the OPCW
seven year-old girl assigning
whistleblower’s assertion that
blame to Bashar al-Assad for an the samples tested where a
alleged sarin gas attack in Khan chlorine gas attack is alleged to
Shaykhun. Bellingcat’s stellar have occurred in April 2018
investigative work (which has contained levels of chlorinated
been praised in fawning puff
organic compounds which were
pieces by mainstream outlets
so low that it would be
like The Guardian and The New unreasonable to claim with any
Yorker) concluded that this
confidence that a chlorine gas
obvious propaganda construct attack had occurred at all. The
was in fact nothing other than a whistleblower writes in the
little girl and her mother
leaked email to the OPCW
independently composing viral cabinet chief that the levels
tweets, giving interviews and
“were, in most cases, present
authoring books about how the only in parts per billion range,
Syrian government must be
as low as 1-2 ppb, which is
toppled via western
essentially trace quantities.”
interventionism.
As we discussed previously
Bellingcat’s latest phenomenal (https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/
report on how you’re supposed the-hugely-important-opcw-scandalkeeps-unfolding-heres-why-no-one-sto think about important
talking-about-it-3632903f22a2 ),
geopolitical disputes, titled
early skeptics of the
“Emails And Reading
Comprehension: OPCW Douma establishment Douma narrative
highlighted the bizarre fact that
Coverage Misses Crucial
when the OPCW published its
Facts“, addresses the leaked
Interim Report in July of last
OPCW email which was
recently published by WikiLeaks year its report contained no
information about the levels at
and various other outlets
which the chlorinated organic
revealing that the OPCW
omitted crucial information from chemicals occurred. Chlorinated
organic chemicals occur at trace
its Douma report which
levels in any industrialized area,
indicated that a chemical
so they are only indicative of a
12

chlorine gas attack when
samples test at high levels. The
email said they didn’t. The
OPCW omitted this in both its
Interim and Final Reports.
The whistleblower told
journalist Jonathan Steele that
the levels found “were
comparable to and even lower
than those given in the World
Health Organisation’s
guidelines on recommended
permitted levels of
trichlorophenol and other COCs
in drinking water.”
“Had they been included, the
public would have seen that the
levels of COCs found were no
higher than you would expect in
any household environment”, the
whistleblower said.
In a new Fox News interview
with Tucker Carlson
(https://youtu.be/ojItF6MGL-0?t=205
), Steele explained the
significance of this revelation.
“The main point is that Chlorine
gas degrades rapidly in the air,”
Steele said.
“So coming in two weeks later,
you wouldn’t find anything.
What you would find is that the
gas contaminates or affects
other chemicals in the natural
environment. So-called
‘chlorinated organic chemicals.’
The difficulty is they exist
anyway in the natural
environment and water. So the
crucial thing is the levels, were
there higher levels of
chlorinated organic chemicals
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found after the alleged gas
attack than there would have
been in the normal
environment?”

the whistleblower writes in the
email.

By highlighting these barelysignificant changes Bellingcat
attempts to spin the narrative
that there was no internal OPCW
coverup of its investigators’
findings at all, which is of
course invalidated by the fact
that its Final Report concluded
that a chlorine gas attack had
taken place despite the
whistleblower clearly stating
that there is no basis upon which
to conclude this. It’s also
obviously invalidated by the fact
that not one but two
whistleblowers have come
forward, meaning they plainly
do not feel as though their
concerns were met.

“The inconsistency was not only
“When they got back to the
noted by the FFM team but
Netherlands, to The Hague
strongly noted by three
where the OPCW has its
toxicologists with expertise in
headquarters, samples were sent
exposure to CW [Chemical
off to designated laboratories,
Weapons] agents.”
then there was a weird silence
developed,”
Bellingcat says nothing about
these revelations in the email,
Steele continued.
and says nothing about the fact
that the OPCW excluded them
“Nobody told the inspectors from both its Interim Report in
what the results of the analysis July 2018 and its Final Report in
was. It was only by chance that March 2019, the latter of which
the inspector found out through actually asserted the exact
accident earlier the results opposite saying there was
would come in and there were “reasonable grounds that the
“Ian and I wanted to have this
no differences at all. There were use of a toxic chemical as a
issue investigated and hopefully
no higher levels of Chlorinated weapon took place. This toxic
resolved internally, rather than
organic chemicals in the areas chemical contained reactive
exposing the failings of the
where the alleged attack had chlorine. The toxic chemical
Organisation in public, so we
happened where there is some was likely molecular chlorine.” exhausted every internal avenue
suspicious cylinders had been
possible including submission of
found by opposition activists. So Bellingcat completely ignores all all the evidence of irregular
it didn’t seem possible that there of these points, which are
behaviour to the Office of
could have been a gas attack literally the only reason any of
Internal Oversight,”
because the levels were just the this is in the news at all, instead
same as in the natural
opting to make silly, pedantic
the whistleblower told Steele.
environment.”
arguments that the text of the
email and the Interim and Final
“The request for an internal
Bellingcat simply ignores this Reports indicate that some of the investigation was refused and
absolutely central aspect of the whistleblower’s concerns appear every other attempt to raise our
email, as well as the
to have been partially addressed concerns was stone walled. Our
whistleblower’s point about the by OPCW leadership in its
failed efforts to get management
symptoms of victims not
publications. To make this
to listen went on over a period
matching chlorine gas poisoning. argument, Bellingcat highlights
of nearly nine months. It was
how some of the wording in the
only after we realised the
“In this case the confidence in reports was changed to appear a internal route was impossible
the identity of chlorine or any bit less conclusive, such as
that we decided to go public”.
choking agent is drawn into changing “likely” to “possible”
question precisely because of and changing “reactive chlorine “Ian” is Ian Henderson, the
the inconsistency with the
containing chemical” to
OPCW ballistics expert whose
reported and observed
“chemical containing reactive Engineering Assessment was
symptoms,”
chlorine”.
leaked this past May. Henderson
13
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concluded that, contrary to what
the OPCW’s Final Report
strongly implies, the cylinders
found at the scene in Douma
were more likely to have been
manually placed there, i.e.
staged. The anonymous
whistleblower informed Steele
that all but one of the OPCW’s
investigative team agreed with
Henderson’s assessment. This
too was left out of all OPCW
reports, and Bellingcat’s piece
completely ignores it, instead
writing only that “Three
independent analyses by experts
in three different countries were
carried out, and all reached
complimentary conclusions: the
damage at the impact sites is
consistent with the cylinders
having fallen from height.”

sounding gibberish at the very
top of news results which come
up if you do a search for
“OPCW” today.
Empire apologists have taken
this ridiculous, nonsensical line
of argumentation as gospel and
run with it on social media,
sharing Bellingcat’s
embarrassing faceplant with
triumphant, chest-thumping
captions.

article titled “Tucker Carlson
spreads disinformation about a
deadly chemical attack in
Syria“.

“Despite the seemingly
scandalous accusation in the
leak, Carlson is misrepresenting
the nature of the WikiLeaks
documents and their
significance,” MMFA claims.
“Investigative journalists at
Bellingcat found that the leaked
letter was in fact referring to an
“Just so all my followers are
‘interim report’ issued in July of
clear, Tucker Carlson and the
2018, before the OPCW released
merry band of alt left grifter
its final conclusions. A side-byidiots trying to convince you
side comparison shows that the
that 1 of the 257 chemical
concerns addressed in the letter
attacks in Syria was a false flag ‘are present, or else are in
are wrong, again, and never
modified form, in the final
even bothered to read the report report.’”
they say is wrong,” tweeted
With the temerity only an NED Newshour‘s Danny Gold.
Which is of course false, as
paycheck can get you, Bellingcat
explained above.
argues that this vapid pedantry “So the letter written by the
which has no bearing on the
dissenting OPCW employee on MMFA’s other claims are
actual story whatsoever
Douma investigation was sent nothing other than simple
completely invalidates all
two weeks before the interim
regurgitation of the very reports
reporting on the OPCW scandal. report was released and nine
that are now being invalidated
months before the final one. In by the leaks that Tucker Carlson
“Although this letter appears to the final one, the employee’s
highlighted on his show. Their
be at least superficially
concerns were addressed.
entire argument boils down to
damaging to the OPCW, after
Where’s the cover up?” tweeted “This old information is in
reading the actual reports
Telegraph‘s Josie Ensor.
contradiction to that new
published by the OPCW it is
information,” which is of course
clear that this letter is outdated “WikiLeaks et al are lying to you the entire bloody point.
and inapplicable to the final
in defence of the Assad regime,”
Douma report,” Bellingcat
tweeted odious Syria narrative “These claims contradict and
concludes. “If the people
manager Oz Katerji.
misrepresent the available
covering this story had actually
evidence regarding the attack,
taken the time to read the letter Media Matters For America,
the conclusions of multiple
and the FFM reports, they may another narrative management governments, and they are based
well have chosen to publicize it firm founded by troll army
on a Syrian and Russian
in a very different manner.”
commander David Brock, has
misinformation campaign
also picked up Bellingcat’s
seeking to discredit investigators
Google has helpfully made sure ridiculous arguments and run
and absolve Assad of
to place Bellingcat’s assertive- with them in an even dumber
responsibility for the atrocity,”
14
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MMFA argues, linking to a 2018 makes one wonder, who needs change propagating war machine
BBC article saying Assad was the other more, NATO or
focused on political and military
responsible for the Douma
Turkey?
intervention around the world.
incident, a 2018 Guardian article
NATO has left its bloody mark
about the US government’s
Whether it’s defiantly ordering in Africa, Latin America, the
unsubstantiated claim to have
S400’s from Russia, after the
Balkan region, and the Middle
secret proof of Assad’s guilt, and United States made multiple
East. War crimes go unpunished,
a 2018 Guardian article claiming threats to sanction and ultimately as culprits defend each other and
that Russia is wrong about its
kicked Turkey out of the F-35 coverup their crimes against
skepticism of the western
fighter jet program, or placing humanity.
Douma narrative, respectfully. ultimatums on NATO such as
the ones previously stated,
Four years before NATO was
Which is the same as saying
Turkish president Recep Tayyip founded, the United Nations was
“You’re wrong because we
Erdogan’s disruptive behavior is established in 1945. The two
disagree with you. Here is
making him a difficult ally.
allegedly share a commitment to
evidence of our disagreeing with
maintaining international peace
you last year.”
Turkey not only defied
and security and have been
Washington’s repeated requests cooperating together for decades
This is the best the spin masters to abandon the S-400 deal with but if one were to look beyond
can do, and the OPCW scandal Russia but it went on to test
the façade, they would discover
is only going to unfold more.
them just two weeks after
injustice and indifference
Should be fun.
President Erdogan met with
towards providing peace support
President Trump in Washington. and crisis-management
plans on activating them operations. For instance, UN
Turkey holds NATO Ankara
once their military personnel are members the Kingdom of Saudi
hostage until Syria- trained and ready to operate
Arabia and Israel are two of the
them,
by
next
April
they
are
most prominent human
related demands are expected to enter combat duty. world’s
rights abusers and yet they chair
met
a number of boards for women
Seventy years ago, the North
and human rights. That’s just
Source:
Atlantic Treaty Organization
one example of the blatant
http://infobrics.org/post/29868/
was formed with twelve nations hypocrisy by yet another
who agreed that any external
organization that needs to be
By Sarah Abed
threat to any of their
dissolved as it serves no benefit
independent states would be
to humanity.
Without Turkey’s formal
dealt
with
by
collective
(mutual)
approval NATO will have a
defense. New member states
President Trump has mentioned
difficult time expediting its
were
periodically
added,
and
the
a few times that the United
defense plan for Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, and Poland. Because total number has morphed into States should withdraw from
twenty-nine North American and NATO and the UN, calling the
the two issues are not directly
first obsolete, and the second a
related, some believe Turkey is European countries.
political game. President Trump
holding Europeans hostage until
Contrary
to
the
incessant
feels that allies want to enjoy the
they comply with their demands.
propaganda that’s been spewed benefits of NATO membership
Not only is Turkey the only
without sharing the risks and
Islamic member of NATO but it for decades, NATO is not a
costs. Ultimately President
has the second largest military in peace-promoting
intergovernmental
military
Trump looks at politics whether
NATO granting NATO access to
domestic or foreign, through a
Georgia and Azerbaijan, which alliance, but rather a regime15
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be, the weakening and dissolution
of NATO would ultimately be a
Even some of President Trump’s good thing. Some believe that
staunchest critics would agree NATO was the most successful
that since the Cold War ended alliance in European history and
now that it has served its purpose
NATO no longer serves its
and accomplished its mission it
purpose. Trumps vocal
should be put to rest.

business focused perspective.

enforcement body anywhere in the
world. This does not stop the ADL
from writing of me: “Gilad Atzmon
is an anti-Semitic author and
musician who describes himself as
an ‘ex-Israeli’ and an ‘ex-Jew.’

I am indeed an ex Israeli and ex
Jew and I am also a musician.
However, I deny the accusation of
anti-Semitism, I have never
criticized Jews, or anyone else for
the matter, as ‘a people,’ as ‘a race,’
as ‘a biology’ or as ‘an ethnicity.’ In
fact, for my entire life I have
opposed all forms of racism and
Following President Trump’s
this includes Jewish racism. I do
abrupt partial withdrawal of
criticise Jewish identitarian politics
troops from northern Syria,
and some aspects of Jewish culture
French President Emmanuel
and ideology. I grew up in Israel
Macron said earlier this month
Source:
and as far as I can remember, in the
that Europe is facing the “brain https://gilad.online/writings/2019/11/2 Jewish state, criticism of culture,
death of NATO” and questioned 6/where-comedy-ends-and-hasbara- ideology and politics is considered
begins
the United States’ reliability in
a perfectly kosher activity.

statements coupled with
unilateral foreign policy
decisions have left NATO
members feeling excessively
uneasy about the fate of NATO,
especially France.

defending NATO allies. Macron
is a strong supporter of the
transatlantic alliance and is
worried that American
indifference puts NATO at
jeopardy. The one for all, all for
one collective alliance is only as
strong as its independent
member states’ commitment to
unity and defense.

Where Comedy
ends and Hasbara
Begins

By Gilad Atzmon

The ADL says of me that I am an
“outspoken promoter of classic
Two days ago at the ADL
anti-Semitic conspiracy theories.”
conference Jewish Zionist
This is an absurd lie as I have
comedian Sacha Baron Cohen
repeatedly argued that there are no
criticised the internet and social
Jewish conspiracies since it is all
media companies for allowing
done in the open: from Epstein’s
freedom of speech. This grotesque Lolita Express, to Israeli war
character who has made a career of crimes, to advocacy of Zioncon
marginalising oppressed minorities
global conflicts and plans for an
by depicting stereotypical
‘New American Century.’ The UK
characters and then ridiculing them
Macron is entirely justified in
chief rabbi’s call for Brits to turn
his skepticism especially with is now calling on social media to their backs on their opposition party
adopt gag orders and to move us
is not exactly a conspiratorial
rampant political instability
further into an Orwellian realm.
clandestine move, it is actually
sweeping through Europe with
mainstream news in Britain this
Brexit and the globe as a whole. Galvanized by the support it
morning. There are no Jewish
Uprisings whether generic or
received from the Jewish comedian,
conspiracies, what happens takes
manufactured are rattling a
the ADL is now demanding that 10 place in front of our eyes but we
number of continents
social media accounts “should be
cannot discuss it because Jewish
removed immediately.”
simultaneously as well.
power, as I define it, is the power to
suppress criticism of Jewish power.
For one reason or another I am
Regardless if European nations
become more defiant, or if the US included on the list. I need not
From then on, what the ADL says
makes good on their desire to leave, mention that I have never been
about me is somewhat accurate. He
charged with any crime let alone a is “a fierce critic of Jewish
or other NATO members
withdrawal bringing on the collapse hate crime. I’ve never once been identity.” I am.
of NATO, whatever the reason may questioned by a single law
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“He has written that ‘Jewish
ideological, political, and cultural
discourse is…foreign to
universalism and ideas of true
equality.’ My exact words can be
found here

(https://gilad.online/writings/gilad-

Sooner or later we will have to
examine the question whether the
relentless attack by Jewish
institutions on freedom of speech,
1st amendments and the core
Western ethos has been ‘good for
the Jews.’

the Israeli occupation's authorities
to stop its war crimes and crimes
against humanity in the occupied
Palestinian territories and to respect
the international law and human
rights conventions.
He pointed out that Israel continues
its crimes and violations of the
international legitimacy because of
the continuous support being
provided by some Security Council
member states.

atzmon-jews-judaism-jewishness.html

). What I say is “We must find a
Al-Moallem stresses
way to admit to ourselves that the
Syria's support for the
Jewish ideological, political and
cultural discourse is a tribal
Palestinian people's
discourse: it is foreign to
legitimate rights,
universalism and ideas of true
equality.” Here the ADL is engaged regrets UN's inability Al-Moallem reiterated that the US
President's decisions in which he
in a rather obvious attempt to
to enforce its
recognized the annexation of aldeceive. In my original text, being
Quds and the occupied Syrian
‘foreign to universalism and true
resolutions
Golan to the Israeli occupation in
equality’ elucidates the notion of
addition to his attempt to pass the
tribal discourse. You may wonder
Source:
why the ADL acts in a duplicitous http://syriatimes.sy/index.php/news/loc so-called "Deal of the Century" are
al/45202-al-moallem-stresses-syria-s- all part of the scheme to liquidate
manner.
support-for-the-palestinian-people-s- the historical and inalienable rights
legitimate-rights-regrets-un-s-inabilityof the Palestinian people and those
The ADL complains that “although
to-enforce-its-resolutions
of the peoples of the rest of the
Atzmon frequently attacks Zionism,
occupied Arab territories in Golan
he has also argued that Zionism
By
Hamda
Mustafa
and south Lebanon.
itself was originally a ‘universalist
and humanist’ movement which
was ‘hijacked by Judaism.’ In fact, DAMASCUS, (ST)- In a message The Syrian top diplomat explained
of solidarity marking the
the support that has been provided
this is exactly what I argue and I
International
Day
for
Solidarity
by Israel to the terrorist
wonder, where exactly is the
with
the
Palestinian
People,
Syria's
organizations in Syria for more than
‘crime?’ The battle between ‘the
Deputy
Premier,
Minister
of
eight years in order to weaken
Israeli’ and ‘the Jew’ was at the
Syria's role in defending the firm
centre of the Israeli political debate Foreign Affairs and Expatriates
in the last election. Am I guilty of Walid Al-Moallem reiterated that and inalienable rights of the
Syria supports the right of the
Palestinian people.
identifying the core of Israel’s
Palestinian people to exercise their
identity crisis a decade before
right to self-determination and
Concluding his message, alanyone else?
establish an independent state and Molallem renewed Syria's call on
Finally the ADL complains that I backs the Palestinian refugees' right UN member states to assume their
to repatriation pursuant to
responsibilities towards ending the
say of Israel that it is a “tyranny
international
Resolution
No.
194
of
suffering of the Palestinian people
inspired by a deep Talmudic
1948.
and adopt tangible steps to end the
intolerance.” I am afraid that the
Israeli occupation of the Arab
Israeli National Bill is the
Al-Moallem's
message
was
territories including the Syrian
materialisation of the above. I
delivered
on
Wednesday
during
the
Golan, to force Israel to withdraw
think I remember that the ADL’s
Abe Foxman also wasn’t pleased annual meeting of the Committee to the June 4th 1967 lines and to
with Israel’s National Bill for pretty on the Exercise of the Inalienable help establish the independent
Palestinian state with al-Quds as a
much the same reasons. Is the ADL Rights of the Palestinian People
(CEIRPP).
capital in accordance with the
going to ask to delete his twitter
Security Council Resolutions No.
account?
He regretted the UN inability to
338 and 497.
enforce its resolutions and compel
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